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Class Outline

• Session #1
• Introduction to FinTech
• Session #2
• Fintech Toolkit: The
Business Model Canvas,
Public Policy, Law &
Regulation
• Session #3
• FinTech Business Models—
Consumer & Small
Business Lending
• Session #4
• Fintech Business Models–
Alternatives to Payday and
Overdraft: Earned/Early
Wage Access

• Session #5
• Fintech Business
Models-- Payments
Innovation
• Session #6
• Fintech Business
Models– Bank Charters
& Fintech Access
• Session #7
• Open Banking in the US
and EU—Approaches
and Outcomes
• Session #8
• The Challenge of Crypto
Regulation in US
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Agenda
• Fintech and Open Banking in the US and EU
• Introduction
• Understanding the Business Importance of Consumer Data to Fintech
• Data Aggregation
• Open Banking and Fintech
• Top-Down Regulation: Mandated Open Banking in the EU
• Privacy Law in the EU and the GDPR
• Privately Negotiated or Government Mandated Open Banking in the US?
• Financial Data Privacy Law in the US
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A Natural Experiment?
• Look for differences in
regulatory approach
between the US and the
Eu
• What conclusions do
you draw from those
differences?
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Questions?
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DisclosureFocused

Chaotic/Political
but Not
Legislative.
Regulator-Driven

US Approach
to Fintech
Regulation

Square Pegs and
Round Holes Using
"Old Rules"

Waking Up to
Antitrust

Federal-State
Competition and
Regulatory
Arbitrage

Industry-Created
Technical
Standards

Markets Driven
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Under US System, Fintechs

1

2

3

Negotiate to Access
Critical Financial Rails

Compensate
Oligopoly Toll Takers

Seek Areas of
Regulatory Arbitrage
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Consumer
Protection

EU Approach
to Fintech
Regulation

Industrial
Policy-Driven
and Legislative

ProcessOriented—
Pushing Policy to
Member States

International and
Intra-EU
Competition

Making Square
Holes-”New
Rules”-Based

Gov't Technical
Standards

Collaboration
with Market
Paraticipants
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US Approach to Fintech Contrasts Sharply with EU Approach
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US Approach to Fintech Contrasts Sharply with EU Approach
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Under EU System, Fintechs

1
Have Guaranteed
Access Critical
Financial Rails

2
Gov’t Defangs Toll
Takers

3
Price: Submit to
Regulation
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Questions?
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Let’s Dive a Little
Deeper into One
Issue for
Contrast…
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Understanding the Business Importance
of Consumer Data to Fintech
--
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Breaking Up a Bank

It’s All About the Data
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Consumer
Financial Data
is the One
Thing Fintechs
Absolutely
Require to
Succeed…
Why?
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Fintech Creates
Customer Value
Through
Technological
Innovation

The Data
Revolution is
the Driver
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For Delivering Personalization and Analytics
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FinTech Relies on Superior Mobile & Online UI
and UX
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And Design
Thinking…
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And Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning
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All Fintech Products Require Personal Data to Work
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Most of this Data Comes from Banks or Other FIs
Checking Account Transactional Data
Savings Account Transactional Data
Credit Card Transactional Data
Loan and Other Credit Performance Data
Rent and Subscription Payments Data
Investment Activity Data
--------------------------------------------------• Credit Bureau Data
• Marketing Database Data
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insights:
• Employment History
• Salary
• Net Worth
• Behavioral Characteristics
• Risk Tolerance
• Marital Status
• Credit Worthiness
• Etc.Etc.
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What if Banks and FIs Don’t Want to Share
Data?
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Questions?
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Open Banking and Fintech
--
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Fintech Relies on the Legal/Technological
Concept of “Open Banking” to Access Data
• Open banking is a practice that
provides third-party financial
service providers like FinTech’s
with access to consumer
banking, transaction, and
other financial data from
banks and non-bank financial
institutions, principally through
use of application
programming interfaces
(APIs).
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“Open Banking” in Action at Digit
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• The banking value chain is changing.

Banks
Generally
Fear Open
Banking

• Fintech startups are building digitally streamlined
services with banks’ data and attracting
customers away from the banks, effectively
breaking up the traditional banking value chain.
• The role of the bank as intermediary between
customer and retailer in processing payment
processes becomes superfluous.
• Instead, the customer confirms the transaction
directly with the purchase using two-factor
authentication, the money flows from his
account to that of the merchant.
• For financial institutions, therefore, there is an
acute risk of loss of relevance, since they may
only serve as an interchangeable backend for
the technical and logistical processing of
payments.
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But Banks
Retain a
Trust
Advantage
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Aggregators

• Aggregators pull data from financial institutions via screen
scraping or APIs (Application Programming Interface, a
software intermediary that allows two applications to talk
to each other), clean and organize/structure the data, and
retransmit it via API to customers such as fintech apps,
other financial institutions, and hedge funds.
• Aggregators receive permission to collect consumer data
through their partnerships with fintech apps or other end
user platforms. These apps’ terms of use and customer
contracts require customer permission to access their
accounts.
• However, once the aggregators obtain the customer
data, it may be de-identified and used for other
purposes.
• The largest account aggregators include Plaid, Finicity,
Yodlee and MX.

Role of Aggregators
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Screen Scraping is How Aggregators Started
• Screen-scraping allows
third party aggregators
to access bank and
brokerage accounts on a
client’s behalf using the
client's access
credentials (login/pw).
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The Better
Alternative is
an API

• API is the acronym for Application Programming Interface,
which is a software intermediary that allows two applications
to talk to each other.
• Each time you use a mobile app like Facebook, send an
instant message, or check the weather on your phone, you’re
using an API.
• An API is a software-to-software interface, not a user
interface. With APIs, applications talk to each other without
any user knowledge or intervention.
• When you buy movie tickets online and enter your credit card
information, the movie ticket website uses an API to send
your credit card information to a remote application that
verifies whether your information is correct. Once payment is
confirmed, the remote application sends a response back to
the movie ticket Web site saying it's OK to issue the tickets.
• With an API, your phone’s data is never fully exposed to the
server, and likewise the server is never fully exposed to your
phone. Instead, each communicates with small packets of
data, sharing only that which is necessary.

Two Types of
API:
Dedicated
Bank API
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Two Types of
API: Open
API
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Questions?
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Aggretators
--
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid:
Leading US
Data
Aggregator
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Plaid, Visa
and Tink
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Tink
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Klarna
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Questions?
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Open
Banking
Around the
World
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Top-Down Regulation: Mandated Open
Banking in the EU
--
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The revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) went into effect 2018 across the EU (including
UK).
PSD2 requires banks to provide free interfaces for exchanging data with regulated external
providers.

What is
PSD2?

PSD2 allows certain third-party providers (TPPs) to directly access payment service users’
online payment accounts with their explicit consent, and requires Account Servicing Payment
Service Providers (ASPSPs), such as banks, to permit access through a dedicated interface built
on APIs.
APIs allow TPPs to access information about accounts, transactions and payments without any
individual contractual agreements with the bank
PSD2 was designed to open up the banking industry to new players and promote the
development and use of innovative online services, while ensuring consumer protection.

PSD2 provides the legislative and regulatory foundation for Open Banking and other broader
initiatives at a UK and European level relating to open access to payment accounts.
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TopDown
Technical
Standards
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Open
Banking
Value Chain

Core Concepts of PSD2
AIS
• What is AIS?
• Under PSD2, an Account Information
Service (AIS) is an online service that
provides consolidated information to
a user on one or more payment
accounts held by that user with other
payment service providers. Firms that
are registered or authorised to
provide account information services
can, with the explicit consent of the
end consumer, access their bank
account to provide the end consumer
with new products and services.

PIS
• What is PIS?
• Under PSD2, a Payment Initiation
Service (PIS) is an online service which
accesses a user’s payment account to
initiate the transfer of funds on their
behalf with the user’s explicit consent
and authentication.
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Open Banking Customer Perspective
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The EU View: PSD2 Brings Major
Consumer Benefits
• PSD2 tackles fraud in online payments: PSD2 introduces strong security requirements for electronic
payments and for the protection of consumers' financial data to ensure their privacy is respected by all
market operators. These rules should boost consumer confidence when buying online;
• PSD2 opens the EU payment market to competition: PSD2 sets the stage for the future. With online financial
services constantly evolving, the new rules will apply equally to traditional banks and to innovative payment
services and new providers, such as FinTechs. These players, also called third party payment service
providers (TPPs), will now be regulated under EU rules. They will be able to bring a wealth of consumer
benefits. For instance, they can initiate payments on behalf of customers. They give assurance to retailers
that the money is on its way, or give an overview of available accounts and balances to their customers;
• PSD2 increases consumers' rights in numerous areas. These include reducing consumers' liability for
unauthorised payments and introducing an unconditional ("no questions asked") refund right for direct
debits in euro;
• PSD2 prohibits surcharging, which is additional charges for payments with consumer credit or debit cards,
both in shops or online;
• PSD2 improves complaints procedure - PSD2 obliges Member States to designate competent authorities to
handle complaints from payment service users and other interested parties, such as consumer associations,
if they consider their rights established by the Directive have not been respected.
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The Big Techs are Using PSD2 in
Europe
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Questions?
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NeoBanks in EU
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26
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N26 vs World
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Questions?
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Privacy Law in the EU and the GDPR
--
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The EU has a Comprehensive Privacy Regime—the GDPR

GDPR in EU
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Issue: GDPR and PSD2—Complementary or Conflicting?
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Questions?
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Underlying Legal Issues in US Consumer
Financial Data Ecosystem
--
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What
Consumer
Data are We
Talking About?
“Nonpublic
Personal
Information”
or NPI

• The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act Privacy Rule defines NPI as any
"personally identifiable financial information" that a financial
institution collects about an individual in connection with providing a
financial product or service, unless that information is otherwise
"publicly available.””
• NPI is:
• any information an individual gives you to get a financial
product or service (for example, name, address, income, Social
Security number, or other information on an application);
• any information you get about an individual from a transaction
involving your financial product(s) or service(s) (for example, the
fact that an individual is your consumer or customer, account
numbers, payment history, loan or deposit balances, and credit
or debit card purchases); or
• any information you get about an individual in connection with
providing a financial product or service (for example, information
from court records or from a consumer report).
• NPI does not include information that you have a reasonable basis to
believe is lawfully made "publicly available." In other words, that the
information is generally made lawfully available to the public; and that
the individual can direct that it not be made public and has not done so.
• For example, while telephone numbers are listed in a public
telephone directory, an individual can elect to have an unlisted
number. In that case, her phone number would not be "publicly
available."

Who Holds Personal Financial Data?
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Who is
Holding NPI?

• Personal financial data is stored in various
formats in various places at banks, payments
processors, insurance companies, brokerdealers, fintechs and their contractors (data
aggregators).
• This data reflects transactions in the accounts of
consumers at those institutions
• Historically, financial institutions made little use
of their account data, but this has changed
• Personal financial data also is held in
enormous unregulated marketing company
databases and in the FCRA-regulated databases
of credit bureaus

What Can
Holders of
Personal
Financial Data
Do With It?

Who Benefits From It?

Can Personal Financial Data be Property? Whose?
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“Each of us generates a significant amount of data each day during the
normal course of our activities. Our phones and computers track our
movement and actions, while our browsers and websites track our
online activities. As we’ve seen, some of the largest tech companies can
know more about us and our lives than our families and those closest to
us.

Andrew Yang
View 1/2

As of now, that data is owned by the people who collect it, and they’re
allowed to do anything they want with it. They’ve sold it, used it to
target us with advertisements, and have analyzed the vast quantity of
data to draw conclusions on whole populations, allowing them to
monetize it.
We’ve also seen it abused. Some companies haven’t done enough to
protect our data, resulting in breaches that have made our private
information insecure. Others have sold it to disreputable companies,
allowing them to target us for everything from marketing fraudulent
services to influencing elections. Companies themselves have asked for
better and clearer rules.
This needs to stop. Data generated by each individual needs to be
owned by them, with certain rights conveyed that will allow them to
know how it’s used and protect it.”
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“These rights include:
• The right to be informed as to what data will be collected, and how it
will be used
• The right to opt out of data collection or sharing
• The right to be told if a website has data on you, and what that data is

Andrew Yang
View 2/2

• The right to be forgotten; to have all data related to you deleted upon
request
• The right to be informed if ownership of your data changes hands
• The right to be informed of any data breaches including your
information in a timely manner
• The right to download all data in a standardized format to port to
another platform
Consent should be informed and active - companies are responsible for
ensuring that they collect a positive opt-in from each user before collecting
any data, and this opt-in should be accompanied by a clear and easy-tounderstand statement about what data is being collected, and how it is going
to be used.
You can waive these rights and opt in to sharing your data if you wish for
the companies’ benefit and your own convenience - but then you should
receive a share of the economic value generated from your data.”
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One of the more curious proposals addressing online privacy concerns is for the government to award internet
users ownership of information about their online activities. This online data property (ODP) idea has shown up
in academic research and in Congress (for example here and here). The gist of ODP is that when someone does
something online, knowledge of that act becomes private property, and the person gains exclusive rights and
control over it. So if I shop online for a new tie, I have exclusive rights and control over what others know
about it.
The ownership grant would apply only to online activities. If I shopped at a physical store for the new tie, the
sales clerks can learn by observation and use that knowledge to help me and other customers in the future.

Mark Jamison
AEI View 1/2

What is motivating this proposal? Apparently ODP supporters are responding to people’s sentiments they
interpret as violations of privacy. These sentiments could include fear that others see or know about him or her
(scopophobia), fear of technology (technophobia), or fear of new situations (neophobia). My AEI colleague Jim
Harper has pointed out that sometimes these sentiments are actually worries about fairness, security, intrusion,
loss of autonomy, and objectification.
It is also possible that ODP supporters are simply attacking today’s tech platforms for other reasons. But if the
advocates are sincere, they rest on three myths.
•

Myth 1: Knowledge about someone is inherently his or her property

Reality 1: Property ownership comes from creating, purchasing, or being gifted the property
We know that ODP assumes this myth because the proposals make no provision for compensating others when
the law grants the internet user ownership. Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA) openly embraces the myth in
his principles statement for ODP: “The data consumers generate needs to be recognized as their property — not
someone else’s.”
How do we know Myth 1 is false? There are three reasons: (1) The idea is clearly incoherent for offline data, (2)
online-offline is a false dichotomy for information, and (3) arbitrarily granting property rights conflicts with the
workings of a market economy.
In the offline world, one plainly sees the incoherence of requiring that information about person A, written
on paper by person B or stored in person B’s mind, be controlled by person A: It gives person A control over
person B’s physical property and mind. A free society cannot function that way. But that will be the future
under ODP as digitization erases the fabricated distinction between online and offline information.
The government cannot arbitrarily grant property rights and expect the economy to work. In an economy
with private property, the proper methods for obtaining property rights are creating the property, purchasing
it from its owner, or being gifted the property by its owner. Everything else is theft. Even copyright laws do
not grant property rights for facts.
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•

Myth 2: Tech companies unjustly take people’s data

Reality 2: Online services compensate people for revealing information about themselves
Following their embrace of Myth 1, ODP proponents conclude that tech companies’ use of the data they gather is the
moral equivalent of theft.
How do we know that the proponents are wrong other than the faulty premise of Myth 1? Since consumers are not
purchasing data in ODP proposals, nor is it given to them, ODP proponents must believe the online user is the sole
creator of knowledge when he or she acts online.
The proponents are wrong. Knowledge creation is joint work by the user and online platform: The platform creates an
environment in which the user wants to act, the user acts, and the platform observes, records, and manages information
on the user’s actions. The platform does most of the work.

Mark Jamison
AEI View 2/2

Not only that, economic studies find that platforms often compensate users for their online activities by providing
discounted prices, including zero prices (see here and here). If ODP became law, there are two possible effects on this
compensation. One possibility is that it would essentially stop, prices for online services would rise, and online
experiences would decline in quality because platforms could not create services that target individual interests.
The other possibility is that, to comply with the new laws, online platforms would simply make the compensation
explicit in their terms and conditions. In this case the user experiences with these platforms would likely be
unaffected by the ODP law.
•

Myth 3: Given the opportunity, consumers will manage information about themselves

Reality 3: Consumers find that the benefits of managing personal information are not worth the costs
Consumers rarely optimize their online privacy settings. It appears consumers’ costs of learning about settings and
adjusting them outweigh the negative sentiments that arise from letting platforms learn.
What does this tell us about how consumers would behave if they owned the online information about them? Most
consumers would likely spend even less time managing personal data than they do managing privacy settings. This
would likely result in: (1) some consumers never allowing access to the data, thus missing out on the benefits of
personalized services, and (2) a third party emerging that would buy data property rights and become a data
monopoly, which would then sell knowledge to platforms. It is hard to imagine scenarios in which these outcomes
make consumers better off than the status quo.
ODP would also likely result in a decline in US online entrepreneurship. The costs of contracting with individual
customers or a third-party data monopoly would be too great for many upstart online companies.
What should be done? Information should be treated as other types of property — namely, such that people can have
exclusive rights and control of copies of information but not of the facts themselves. And the copies should be
obtained the old-fashioned way: by buying them, receiving them as gifts, or creating them through mutually
beneficial engagements between platforms and users.
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• Treating our data as our property has understandable appeal. It touches
what the foundational privacy thinker Alan Westin identified as an
essential aspect of privacy, a right “to control, edit, manage, and delete
information about [individuals] and decide when, how, and to what extent
information is communicated to others.”

Kerry and
Morris/Brookings
View

• It expresses the unfairness people feel about an asymmetrical
marketplace in which we know little about the data we share but the
companies that receive the data can profit by extracting marketable
information.
• The trouble is, it’s not your data; it’s not their data either. Treating data
like it is property fails to recognize either the value that varieties of
personal information serve or the abiding interest that individuals have in
their personal information even if they choose to “sell” it.
• Data is not a commodity. It is information. Any system of information
rights—whether patents, copyrights, and other intellectual property, or
privacy rights—presents some tension with strong interest in the free flow
of information that is reflected by the First Amendment. Our personal
information is in demand precisely because it has value to others and to
society across a myriad of uses.
• Treating personal information as property to be licensed or sold may
induce people to trade away their privacy rights for very little value
while injecting enormous friction into free flow of information. The
better way to strengthen privacy is to ensure that individual privacy
interests are respected as personal information flows to desirable uses,
not to reduce personal data to a commodity.
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Questions?
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Financial Data Privacy Law in the US
--
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Many US Laws
Already Apply
to Consumer
Financial Data

• Dodd-Frank Section 1033
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)
• Privacy and Safeguards Rules
• UDAAP FTC/CFPB
• FFIEC Information Security Guidelines
• Third Party Risk Guidelines (FDIC, FRB, OCC)
• Regulation E/EFTA
• Fair Credit Reporting Act
• California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018
(amended 2020)
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Some US Law
Already Applies
to Consumer
Data-- GrammLeach-Bliley Act

• The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) contains
financial data privacy, including data security and data
transmission rules. There are two provisions that
are relevant to the data sharing space: the
“Safeguards Rule,” which regulates data security,
and the “Privacy Rule,” which develops the
boundaries of legal data sharing and the rights of
consumers to receive notice and halt certain types
of data sharing.
• The GLBA states that the rules apply to “financial
institutions,” which are defined as any institution
engaging in activities that a financial holding company
may engage in. The FTC further interpreted the term
“financial institution” to include any “institution that is
significantly engaged in financial activities.
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Some US Law
Already Applies
to Consumer
Data-- GrammLeach-Bliley Act

• Under the GLBA’s Privacy Rule, “financial institutions” must
provide a privacy notice to customers when a relationship
with a customer commences and at least once a year
thereafter.
• These disclosures must include the policies and practices of the
institution with regards to third-party data sharing of any type
and the types of information that are collected by the institution.
In 2009, eight federal agencies issued a GLBA “model form” for
required privacy notices.
• The GLBA also contains rules about third-party data
sharing.
• The Act requires consumer notice and opt out for sharing
any “nonpublic personal information” with an “affiliate” or
“nonaffiliated third-party.” This includes information
shared with aggregators.
• There are several exceptions to this rule, but the notice and optout regime is the default. In addition, the third-party receiving
the data cannot re-transmit the information unless that
disclosure could have been lawfully made by the financial
institution itself without a notice and opt out process with
the consumer.
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FACTS

WHAT DOES CAPITAL ONE®

Why?

Financial companies choose how they share your personal information. Federal law

DO WITH YOUR PERSONALINFORMATION?
gives consumers the right to limit some but not all sharing. Federal law also
requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and protect your personal information.

What?

Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do.
The types of personal information we collect and share depend on the product or

How?

service you have with us. This information can include:
All financial
need to
share customers’ personal information to run their
• Social companies
Security number
andincome
everyday
business.
In the
section
below, we list the reasons financial companies can
• Account
balances
and
paymenthistory

share
customers’
personal
information;
the reasons
• their
Account
transactions
and credit
card or other
debt Capital One chooses to share;
and whether you can limit thissharing.
Does
CapitalOne
Can you limit this
Reasons we can share your personalinformation
share?
sharing?
For our everyday business purposes – such as to process your

YES

NO

For our marketing purposes – to offer our products

YES

NO

and services to you
For joint marketing with other financial companies

YES

NO

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes –information

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

transactions, maintain your account(s), respond to court orders
and legal investigations, or report to credit bureaus

about your transactions andexperiences
For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes –information
about your creditworthiness
For our affiliates to market to you
For nonaffiliates to market to you

To limit
our

Call us toll free at 1-888-817-2970 and one of our representatives will

sharing

Please note:

update your privacy choices.

If you are a new customer, we can begin sharing your information 30 days from the date

Questions?

we
this notice. If you’re an
existing customer and have opted out previously, you
Go tosent
capitalone.com/privacy
or capitalone.com/contactus.
don’t need to update your privacy choices again. When you are no longer our customer,
we continue to share your information as described in this notice.
However, you can contact us at any time to limit our sharing.

Page 2
Who we are
Who is providing this notice?

Our affiliates include financial companies with the Capital One, Chevy
Chase, Onyx, Paribus, and Greenpoint names, such as Capital One Bank
(USA), National Association; and Capital One, National Association.

What we do
How does Capital
One protect my
personal
information?

To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and use,
we use security measures that comply with federal law. These measures

How does Capital One collectmy
personal information?

include computer safeguards and secured files and buildings.
We collect your personal information, for example, when you:
• Open an account or depositmoney
• Pay your bills or apply for a loan
• Use your credit or debitcard
We also collect your personal information from others, such as

Why can’t Ilimit all sharing?

credit bureaus, affiliates, or othercompanies.
Federal law gives you the right to limit only:
• Sharing for affiliates’ everyday business purposes – information
about your creditworthiness
• Affiliates from using your information to market to you
• Sharing for nonaffiliates to market to you
State laws and individual companies may give you additional
rights to limit sharing. See below for more on your rights under
state law.

What happens when I limit

Your choices will apply to everyone on your account.

sharing for an account I hold
jointly with someoneelse?
Definitions
Affiliates

Companies related by common ownership or control. They can be
financial and nonfinancial companies.
• Our affiliates include financial companies with the Capital One,
Chevy Chase, Onyx, Paribus, and Greenpoint names, such as Capital
One Bank (USA), National Association; and Capital One, National
Association.

Nonaffiliates

Companies not related by common ownership or control. They
can be financial and nonfinancialcompanies.
• Nonaffiliates we share with can include insurance
companies, service providers, co-branded partners,
retailers, data processors, and advertisers.

Joint marketing

A formal agreement between nonaffiliated financial companies that
together market financial products or services to you.
• Our joint marketing partners include companies such as otherbanks
and insurance companies.

© 2017 Capital One. Capital One is a federally registered service mark.

• Are data aggregators consumer reporting agencies under FCRA?
• Is a financial institution a data furnisher if it provides an API through
which aggregators access data?

Issue:Does
FCRA Apply to
Aggregators?

• “Some data aggregators, including Plaid, have argued that they
[neither assemble or evaluate consumer reports] and merely function
as a “pipe” for data... The Ninth Circuit found a similar argument
persuasive in Zabriskie v. Federal National Mortgage Association,
holding that Fannie Mae was not a consumer reporting agency
because it merely provided a software tool that allowed mortgage
lenders to assemble or evaluate consumer information themselves.”
• “On the other hand, a few aggregators, including Finicity, feel that
their activities constitute more than functioning as a conduit and have
already registered as consumer reporting agencies. Consumer groups
argue that most, if not all, aggregators fall into this latter category and
differences in the business models of Plaid and Finicity do not justify
different treatment"
• https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/files/financialregulation/files/regulati
ng_consumer_permissioned_access_to_financial_data_case_study.pd
f
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Some US Law
Already Applies
to Consumer
Data-- FFIEC
Information
Security
Guidelines

• Section 501(b) of the GLB requires each FFIEC
member agency to establish information security
standards for those financial institutions under
their jurisdiction in order:
• to insure the security and confidentiality of
customer records and information;
• to protect against any anticipated threats or
hazards to the security or integrity of such records;
and
• to protect against unauthorized access to or use of
such records or information which could result in
substantial harm or inconvenience to any
customer.
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Questions?
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Privately Negotiated and/or Government
Mandated Open Banking in the US?
--

101

Open Banking Access in the US is a Mix of Industry
Politics, Regulators, Lobbyists, Contracts and Fears
About Big Tech….

102

US Banks Prefer Contracts and Dedicated APIs
• Large financial institutions tend to favor private contractual relationships over screen scraping and regulatory mandates.
• These bilateral contractual agreements use dedicated secure APIs to replace screen scraping.
• The content of these contracts is private but likely solve the control issue and the security issue for banks by restricting
allowable activities by aggregators and setting up systems to confirm the security capabilities of third parties.
• It is possible that by signing such a contract, the aggregator becomes subject to a variety of legal restrictions on the use of the
data it collects as a “contractor” to the bank
• JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, and Capital One have been the most active negotiating deals with aggregators to set up API linkages.
These APIs give banks control over what data is shared and with whom. Recent contracts include:
• Wells Fargo-Xero (June 2016)
• JPMorgan-Intuit (Jan. 2017)
• Wells Fargo-Intuit (Feb. 2017)
• Wells Fargo-Finicity (Apr. 2017)
• US Bank-MX, Finicity, Others (2019)
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Industry Attempts to Standardize
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TCH Model Bank/Aggregator Agreement
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Aggregators Have Worked to Create Open API Platforms
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Incumbents are Reluctantly Making it Work in
US
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But Law Might
Intervene:
Dodd-Frank
Section 1033

• In the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, Congress gave
express authority to the CFPB to regulate consumer
financial information
• “Subject to rules prescribed by the Bureau, a
covered person shall make available to a
consumer, upon request, information in the
control or possession of the covered person
concerning the consumer financial product or
service that the consumer obtained from such
covered person, including information relating
to any transaction, series of transactions, or to
the account including costs, charges and
usage data. The information shall be made
available in an electronic form usable by
consumers.”
• Is this self-executing?
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CFPB Has
Finally
Commenced
1033
Rulemaking
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1033 ANPR
Questions

• The ANPR contains a series of questions on which the
Bureau seeks comment. The questions are grouped into
the following nine topics:
• Benefits and costs of consumer data access
• Competitive incentives and authorized data access
• Standard-setting
• Access scope
• Consumer control and privacy
• Legal requirements other than section 1033
• Data security
• Data accuracy
• Other information
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National Consumer Law Center Comments
• The potential benefits for consumers of authorized data access, assuming strong provisions for consumer control, security, and use
limitations, are significant, as consumer use of their own data could provide a better alternative and provide true competition to the
Big Three credit bureaus. The CFPB should issue a strong rule under 1033 to ensure protections for consumers accessing their own
account data.
•

Authorized data access also poses significant risks to consumers. Consumers face the dangers of losing control over the data, having it
used against them, and having their privacy invaded. The type of consent currently obtained by data aggregators and the lack of
limits on use of that data leave consumers vulnerable to abuse, exploitation, and security risks. The CFPB must issue strong rules
mandating true consumer control over their own data, substantive limits on how companies can use and share data, and meaningful
choice over whether consumers want to share that data.

• The CFPB should encourage aggregators to move away from screen scraping and should encourage financial institutions to accept data
sharing through application programming interfaces (APIs), but the Bureau cannot prohibit screen scraping until all consumers at any
financial institution have the ability to access their own data through APIs. The CFPB should set broad-based standards for authorized
data access, such as a common data dictionary, or require the establishment of industry-wide standards. The CFPB should ensure
data security through supervision of data aggregators and data users; also, aggregators should be governed by the FTC Safeguards Rule
issued under Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.
• The CFPB should guarantee that consumers are protected when their account data is accessed and used by companies. It should
exercise supervisory authority over data aggregators, and ensure application of strong protections under the Electronic Funds
Transfer Act, Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
• The CFPB should adopt rules under Section 1033 to give consumers the right to information beyond deposit account data, such as:
(a) a copy of the consumer report or risk score that a covered person used in connection with providing the consumer a financial
product or service; (b) records retained by a covered person pursuant to Regulation Z or Regulation B; and (c) behavioral data sold
by the credit bureaus to covered persons for marketing purposes.
• Finally, NCLC has written extensively on the risks involved with the use of the financial account transaction data for which they
authorize access, and the guardrails that are necessary to ensure that consumers benefit and are not harmed by such use.
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American Financial Services Ass’n.
•

Section 1033(a) provides that, subject to rules prescribed by the Bureau, a covered person shall make available to a consumer, upon request, certain financial data. The Bureau should
note that all consumers with internet access now have access to their financial data that is with a financial institution with an online platform. A proposed Section 1033 rulemaking arises
because the Consumer Financial Act of 2020 defines “consumer” so very broadly that term includes an “agent, trustee, or representative acting on behalf of an individual.”4 Section
1033(b) then outlines certain broad exceptions from these general access rights.

•

The exceptions under 1033(b) include:
• any confidential commercial information, including an algorithm used to derive credit scores or other risk
• scores or predictors;
• any information collected by the covered person for the purpose of preventing fraud or money laundering, or detecting, or making any report regarding other unlawful or
potentially unlawful conduct;
• any information required to be kept confidential by any other provision of law; or
• any information that the covered person cannot retrieve in the ordinary course of its business with respect to that information.

•

In the plethora of written material regarding Section 1033, the discussion of 1033(b) is surprisingly limited. We hope this is because the exemptions are clear and transparent and little
interpretation is needed. AFSA believes that this subsection is crucial to implementing Section 1033 in a manner that ensures the protection of consumers’ data. For years there has been a
trend in regulation at the international, national, and state levels to better protect consumers’ data. AFSA members have spent incredible amounts of time and money

enhancing their data protection systems. It seems contrary for a regulation to reverse that trend and require financial institutions to share
consumers’ data in a manner that puts that data at greater risk of a breach.
•

Providing consumer data to third parties, such as aggregators, puts that data and hence financial institutions, at considerable risk. Financial institutions are already at risk of having their
customer data hacked and sanctioning the opening of that data to aggregators will necessarily heighten that risk. Financial institutions may not be able to perform adequate risk
assessments of unregulated third-party data aggregators and should not be burdened with the extraordinary expense of doing so. Section 1033(b) provides a way for financial

institutions to manage that risk because it clearly allows them to refuse to provide third parties with access to customer non-public personal
information (NPI).
•

AFSA strongly supports the Bureau implementing rules that construe Section 1033(b) broadly as the statutory language demands. A broad interpretation of Section 1033(b) will allow
financial institutions to better protect their customers’ data and still comply with the myriad of federal and state privacy laws. Broad exemption authority under Section 1033(b) will not
prevent consumers from accessing their own data because they can always directly access their own data; however, it will limit the access of data aggregators to that data, and, in turn,
better protect the data. Consumer cannot have privacy unless their data is secured.

• Thus, AFSA recommends the Bureau give financial institutions clear authority to decline to share with data aggregators under Section 1033(b). In
addition, we recommend the Bureau address section 1033(b)(3) as it relates to exceptions of “any information required to be kept confidential
by any other provision of law.” Specifically, “any other provision of law” should be defined so it includes both federal and state laws as well as
any developed common law.
•

Furthermore, we suggest that that to establish clear consumer control, consent, and disclosure, the Bureau: (a) allow financial institutions to require that their customers consent to
data sharing with a third party annually (an opt-in as opposed to an opt-out); (b) have an easy opt-out of any data sharing at any time; and (c) require the data aggregator to disclose to
the consumer what data it is gathering and how it will use that data, so aggregators will not use consumers’ data in a manner they never contemplated. AFSA is concerned that,113
without controls, consumers will not understand how their data is being used and by whom. Allowing for annual consents and opt-outs preserves some level of control for consumers.

Bank Policy Institute Comments
• Coordination with Other Regulators. As an initial principle, it is important for the CFPB to coordinate its efforts to implement Section 1033 with the other
prudential regulators, as well as the Federal Trade Commission, given that the CFPB’s primary authorities do not extend over all operational risks related
to such data sharing….
• Sufficient Flexibility and Innovation in the Marketplace. The CFPB’s efforts to set standards for consumer authorized data sharing should ensure sufficient
flexibility and innovation in the marketplace. The financial services industry continues to collaborate to develop technical solutions that enable consumer
access to financial data while ensuring appropriate consumer protections. These efforts include the development of common technical standards for the
secure access of consumer-permissioned data. BPI believes that industry-led standards setting bodies are best positioned to

unify the financial industry around common and interoperable technical standards while ensuring continued
innovation and competition throughout the marketplace. The CFPB should encourage market-driven solutions and
avoid engaging in specific technical standard setting for consumer data sharing.

• Comprehensive Approach to Consumer Privacy and Transparency. Ensuring consumer privacy and transparency in how data is accessed, shared, and
maintained should be central to the CFPB’s process under Section 1033. The CFPB should clarify that the GLBA would apply to data

aggregators and other authorized entities to ensure the appropriate consumer privacy standards and leverage
existing GLBA disclosure obligations in place to protect customer information. The CFPB also should consider ways to improve the
transparency of the consumer consent process, which would provide consumers with more awareness and control over their financial data. Additionally,
the CFPB should consider promulgating specific disclosure requirements under Section 1032 of the Dodd-Frank Act, ensuring that data aggregators
provide consumers with the information needed to make responsible decisions about the sharing of their information.

• Consistent Safeguarding of Consumer Data. The CFPB should ensure that data aggregators appropriately safeguard consumer

data in a manner commensurate with the legal obligations placed on banks. The CFPB should clarify that GLBA
applies to data aggregators for the purposes of consumer data security, and coordinate with the FTC to expand the
Safeguards Rule to expressly address data aggregators’ security practices. The CFPB should consider designating data
aggregators as larger participants of the consumer financial data services marketplace, providing direct oversight over
data aggregators through regular supervision and examination. The CFPB should also clarify the rights of consumers and the 114
allocation
of liability based on how the data flows between permissioned entities, beginning with clarifying liability for unauthorized transactions under Regulation

FTC

Biden Administration
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New Sheriff in Town
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Questions?
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A Natural Experiment?
• Clear differences in
regulatory approach
between the US and the
Eu
• What conclusions do
you draw from those
differences?
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Is One Approach Working Better?

THERE ARE NOW 5 MILLION USERS OF EU
OPEN BANKING IN A POPULATION OF
NEARLY 450 MILLION PEOPLE, AND 80
MILLION USERS OF US OPEN FINANCE IN
A POPULATION OF 330 MILLION PEOPLE.

WHY IS THIS?

“EU OPEN BANKING IS BASED ON THE FLAWED
PREMISE THAT BANK CUSTOMERS WANT TO
UNLOCK THE VALUE IN THEIR BANKING DATA.
ON THE OTHER HAND, US OPEN FINANCE IS
BASED ON THE VALID PREMISE THAT BANK
CUSTOMERS HAVE UNMET FINANCIAL NEEDS
THAT HAPPEN TO WANT THEIR BANKING DATA.”
(KATHARAMAN SWAMINATHUN)
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Proactive vs. Reactive?
• EU is Proactive
• “Open Banking in EU and UK may have started, principally, as way to promote competition in the
payments and banking industry. But it is clear now that its impact is much broader.
• Open Banking promises to create a new data sharing infrastructure, which will form the basis of a
much richer range of services and products across the whole of financial services, and critically, in
other industries as well.” (Deloitte)
• US is Reactive
• “The US have…opted for a market-led approach, but without any material government initiatives to
support the development of Open Banking products and services….[D]ue to the highly fragmented and
state-based nature of banking and banking regulation in the US, as well as a cultural aversion to ‘red
tape’, there is little discernible appetite currently for taking this forward and issuing a common federal
policy on Open Banking.” (Deloitte)
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Questions?
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Do Styles of
Regulation in
EU and US
Differ?

• Expert Driven

• Politically Driven

• Implemented Through
Legislation

• Implemented Through
Regulation

• Industrial Policy-Driven

• Market-Driven

• Anti-Monopoly

• Preserves Oligopoly

• Consumer Consent

• Consumer Consent

• Level Playing Field

• Uneven Playing Field

• Core Values?

• Core Values?
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